Delivery of functional polyelectrolytes from complexes induced by salt addition: impact of the initial binding strength.
This paper focuses on polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs) soft nanoparticles and how dissociation occurs upon salt addition. The system is composed of a strong polyanion (polystyrene sulfonate, PSS) and a weak polycation (poly(allylamine) hydrochloride, PAH) in large excess. Soft nanoparticles were obtained by pouring a PSS solution into a PAH one under constant stirring. As the charge density of PAH chain depends on the pH of the polyelectrolyte solution, PEC particles exhibit distinct behaviors under salt addition depending on the pH of the continuous phase. At pH=5.5, PAH chains are fully charged and the addition of salt produces particle aggregation followed by sedimentation. Conversely, at pH=10 where PAH is only partially charged, the addition of salt drives a progressive disentanglement of the two polyelectrolytes, as revealed by both viscosimetric and spectroscopic measurements. At sufficiently high ionic strength, the two electrolytes are fully dissociated. Our results emphasize differences in behavior (binding reversibility) between strongly and weakly bound polyelectrolytes of opposite charge upon addition of salt. We discuss the potential use of these systems as stimulus responsive materials for the delivery of scale nucleation inhibitors in application around petroleum recovery.